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Avon Red. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 336 pages. Dimensions: 7.9in. x 5.3in. x
0.9in.Sizzling hot and soulful secret confessions from four of the most exciting voices in erotic black
fiction!Biancas job as the new personal assistant to an arrogant NBA superstar is unending hell. But
when the lights go downand the uniform comes offshes seduced by this hard-bodied athletes off-
the-court moves . . . Love B-Ball Style by Joy KingKennedy Logan is too ashamed to reveal the truth
about her steamyrelationship with hot, insatiable Drakehis sweet lies and hellacious lovemakingto
anyone except her private diary . . . These Are My Confessions by Electa Rome ParksFresh from a
break-up, uptight, unfulfilled middle school teacher Alexis heads to Texas, where they say everything
is biggerand where she finds a tasty Dallas police officer whos strapped with way more than a gun .
. . Strapped by Cheryl RobinsonLucky went from waitress to recording star, with a string of hits and
a Miami mansion. Now shes back home in the Windy City to tease and torture the handsome,
cheating stud who broke her heart. But the mans hot loving may be too hard for her to resist . . .
Divas...
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Comprehensive guide! Its this sort of very good go through. It generally is not going to price too much. Its been designed in an remarkably basic way which
is simply following i finished reading this pdf where really changed me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Pr of . Jer em ie B la nda  DDS-- Pr of . Jer em ie B la nda  DDS

Definitely one of the best book I actually have ever go through. Sure, it can be perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I found out this
pdf from my dad and i suggested this book to discover.
-- Ms. Cha nel Str eich-- Ms. Cha nel Str eich
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